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Northern and southern hemisphere seasons worksheet

In this verkate, we explain why the earth's movement is related to the sun causes seasons. Q1: What is the main reason for the seasons? The distance between the sun and the earth is to change the tilt of the axis of the earth in which the earth rotates around the sun in which the earth rotates on its axis Q2: The axis of



the earth is white in an angle. Tilt causes light to hit the ground on different ears. At any moment, every half or a half gets more sunlight than the other half. Look closer to the diagram you show. What is the weather shown in the northern half? AFall BSummer CSpring DWinter Q3: Is the northern half identified which is
pointed towards the sun when facing winter? Inverta Pole BSouth Pole Axis of Call Q4: Diagram north Hemisphere.As shows seasons in earth Orbit, Earth's vitaxis axis always points in the same direction. When the northern half tilles away from the sun, the earth's surface Sun.As not get as much heat energy as the sun,
the temperatures are low. What season does it describe? AWinter BAutumn CSpring Spring DSummer Q5: Diagram shows the apparent path of the sun in the northern half. During which season does the sun appear most in the sky? ASummer Winter CAutumn DSpring Spring Q6: Encrege, Alaska, is near the North
Pole. Quito in Ecuador is close to the line. Bar graph explains the number of days of the day in both these places. Look closely at the graph. Why is the energy due to sunlight more than Quito in the months of October, November, December, January and February? The encraj is in the southern half, so it gets less hours
of sunlight in the winter month. Banaquraj is in the northern half, so it gets more hours of sunlight in the winter month. Kankwaragi is in the northern half, so it gets less sunlight in the winter month. D'Anchorage is close to the line, so it has the same amount of sunlight every month. Q7: Which season is the longest hour
of the day? AFalling BSummer CWinter DSpring Q8: The Mia has created a picture of the earth. He has forgotten to add the label. Which letter axis shows? Which of the following is z point on the kare? Q9: Medicine, David, and red we're talking about why the weather. Who is okay? The Scarlet BMedison CDavid Q10:
Fill in blank: The order of seasons is due to the tilt of the earth. Athi Sun rotates on its axis The orbiting sun CEarth rotates on its axis Q11: One of the following diagrams shows the correct position of the axis of the earth? B uses the code to improve The Slideshare functionality and performance, and to provide you with
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